**Third Grade Weekly News for May 8 - 12**

**Reading** – We will be focusing on our Guided Reading stories this week during both Guided and Shared reading. We will be focusing on the skill of **main idea and details**, while continuing to work on the strategy of **summarizing**.

**Math – Equivalent Fractions**

~Understand 2 fractions as an equivalent

**PRACTICE MULTIPLICATION RINGS NIGHTLY!!!!!**

**Spelling/Writing**

~pattern: suffixes -less, -ness **test**: Fri, **May 12** (before we leave for Mt. Playhouse)
~giving reasons for our opinion

**Science/Social Studies**

~ Plant life cycles, berry bushes

~ Lewis and Clark

**Important Info.**

~Mt. Playhouse field trip – Friday, May 12. Unless your child signed up for a packed school lunch, your child will need a packed lunch for the day. Also, please make sure your child has a jacket or sweatshirt for inside the playhouse. It is chilly inside the theater.